Regulation of steady state filling in sarcoplasmic reticulum. Roles of back-inhibition, leakage, and slippage of the calcium pump.
Calcium filling of sarcoplasmic reticulum vesicles in the steady state is greatly increased by precipitation of lumenal calcium with oxalate. We find that low concentrations (1 mM) of Pi also allow greater loading by forming a soluble complex with lumenal calcium, an effect that is likely to be of physiological relevance. Furthermore, ADP scavenging by ATP regenerating systems favors calcium loading by preventing reversal of the pump. We also find that uncoupling of ATPase and transport activities is another factor limiting calcium loading. In fact, calcium uptake and ATP utilization occur with a molar ratio of 2:1 in the transient state following addition of ATP but decrease to much lower values in the steady state. Even in the absence of the highly conductive channel which is present only in "heavy" vesicles, "light" vesicles display calcium leakage which is inhibited by medium Ca2+ in the concentration range of ATPase activation and is likely related to an ATPase channel which is involved in calcium transport. It is apparent that, under conditions of ATPase turnover and in the presence of high lumenal Ca2+ and ADP, slippage of calcium through this channel produces true uncoupling of catalytic and transport activities. Coupling is improved by complexation of lumenal Ca2+ and by ATP regeneration and is influenced by the solvent characteristics of the reaction medium. The synergistic effects of lumenal Ca2+ and ADP, and the role of alternate pathways for phosphoenzyme cleavage, are clarified by steady state analysis of a multiple step reaction mechanism. It is concluded that the ideal (2:1) stoichiometric coupling of transport and ATPase activities is not insured by an obligatory pathway of catalysis (as predicted by all reaction schemes published so far); rather, coupling is influenced by the concentrations of ligands and their effects on second order reactions and the consequent distribution of intermediate states.